ABSTRACT
There are several annual rail rate indices commonly used to depict changes in the prices paid for rail service. While accurate for general analyses, each of these indices falls short in capturing the three major components of total railroad grain rates – tariff rates, fuel surcharges, and secondary railcar market costs. Grain is a unique rail commodity whereby bids in the secondary railcar market can affect whether the actual rate paid by shippers is above or below the published tariff rate. The seasonality of rates inherent in grain transportation is captured through the secondary market but is neither contained in other grain rail rate indices nor apparent in annualized data. In addition, most grain rate indices do not include fuel surcharges, which have become a major component of the total rate paid for any rail commodity movement. In this paper, we improve upon past grain rail rate indices by including information from the secondary rail market, fuel surcharges, and tariff rates into a weekly index between the years 1997 and 2011. The improved index shows a higher level of detail when compared to other annualized indices, allowing for a more thorough analysis of grain rates. This index shows grain rail rates generally higher than do other indices with a notable departure from rail costs at the beginning of the economic recession in 2009. A comparison of the rail index with rail costs calls into question whether earlier conclusions about rail market power still hold.
INTRODUCTION
Rail rates have always been a contentious issue between railroads and shippers. On the one hand, rates must be sufficient to cover railroads’ total costs, as well as provide an acceptable return on investment. However, rates must not be priced so high that the availability of railroad service becomes limited to only a handful of shippers, while forcing the rest to either adopt alternative transportation modes, if practical, or go out of business. As such, several recent studies have developed rail rate indices to analyze the changes in rail rates over time in order to evaluate the fairness and competitiveness of the railroad industry. While some of these studies have included a rail rate index for grain, none have been a comprehensive index from a shipper’s point of view. This study creates a new comprehensive rail rate index for grain that includes the unique pricing components of grain movements: rail tariffs, fuel surcharges, and secondary railcar auction values.

Grain is a important railroad commodity. In 2010, grain represented 5.5% of all carloads originated, 8.2% of total tons, and 8.4% of total revenue for the Class I railroads (AAR 2010). In turn, railroads hauled 33% of all grain transported in the United States in 2007 (USDA/AMS, 2011). The Surface Transportation Board (STB) notes that grain shippers have been concerned about rail rates over the past few years (STB, 2009a). Some of their major concerns include greater reliance on shipper-owned rolling stock, pricing disincentives for single- and multi-car service, and lower rates for longer hauls. In addition, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) expressed its concern over competition and captivity in the rail industry (GAO, 2006; GAO, 2007). The STB and GAO developed rail rate indices for the rail industry overall, and the GAO developed a separate index for grain. Although their methodologies for creating rate indices differed, their findings were similar. Overall rail rates generally declined between 1985 and 2004 before increasing in 2005, 2006, and 2007. The GAO’s grain rate index, on the other hand, shows that grain rates have steadily increased between 1987 and 2005 and are 18% higher in 2005 than in 1985 in real terms.

Despite differences between methodologies, their main similarity is that the indices are from the railroad’s perspective because they include only railroad revenues and exclude secondary railcar auction values. Grain is a unique rail commodity, whereby bids in the secondary rail market can affect whether the actual rate paid by shippers is above or below the published tariff rate. From the shipper perspective, secondary railcar values in addition to tariffs and fuel surcharges are all part of the total cost of shipping (Wilson and Dahl, 2010, pg. 24).

In addition to secondary railcar auction values, fuel surcharges have become a major component of the total rate paid for any rail commodity movement over the past several years. While the STB index did include fuel surcharges, one reason that the GAO index may not have is due to inconsistent reporting methods by the railroads, as noted in the GAO report. Prior to the standardization of fuel surcharge reporting in 2009, some railroads reported fuel surcharges as miscellaneous revenue while others reported it as freight revenue between 2003 and 2008. The study on railroad competition by Laurits R. Christensen Associates, Inc. (2009, Vol. 2, pg. 8-10) further investigated the issues raised by the GAO and developed its own rate index for the time period of 1987 through 2006. The Christensen report developed two rate indices – one that included miscellaneous and fuel surcharges and one that did not. Both indices showed the same overall increase during this time period but with different patterns. The index with fuel
surcharges was higher than the one without between 1992 and 1996, but lower between 1997 and 2006, with a considerable narrowing of their differences beginning in 2004. However, the Christensen report did not include a separate grain rate index with fuel surcharges.

This paper develops a comprehensive rail rate index for grain utilizing all three major components of the total price. Weekly data from the secondary railcar market is combined with monthly tariffs and fuel surcharges to create a weekly index between the years 1997 and 2011. This index offers several benefits over previous grain rate indices. First, the level of detail shown at the weekly-level is useful for studying the seasonality of total rail rates inherent in grain transportation, allowing for a more thorough analysis of grain rates than currently possible through the annualized indices of other studies. Second, this index covers the most recent time period and is currently the only one capable of providing analysis on rates through the economic recession beginning in December 2007. Third, it is the only index which provides a comprehensive look at grain rail rates from a shipper’s perspective to include secondary railcar auction results and fuel surcharges.

BACKGROUND
One way that rail service has evolved to be more responsive to market pressures is through the creation of the primary and secondary railcar markets. Unlike barge, ocean, or truck rates, rail rates do not change on a weekly basis even if market pressures would demand otherwise. Railroads publish tariff rates that reflect the most likely market conditions to prevail given historical precedence and future expectations, while law requires them to give 20 days of notice before changing the published price. As such, rail rates are more insulated from weekly market changes and unexpected events including weather, transportation disruptions, revised grain production or export sales data, and exchange rates. But as new information enters the market, pressures may distort the optimal supply and demand arrangement set by the tariff rates. This element of risk is captured through the primary and secondary railcar markets, which affect the overall price paid to transport grain.

Prior to the late-1980’s, pricing for rail service was done through published tariffs that changed little throughout the year (Wilson and Dahl, 2010, pg. 4). Thus, securing railcars was done on a first-come-first-served basis—meaning that during certain periods some shippers would not be able to secure rail service at any price, while others who had previously obtained service would not need it. Beginning with Certificates of Transportation in 1988, railroads began offering various forms of forward guaranteed shipments in primary markets which were tradable in secondary railcar markets (Wilson and Dahl, 2010, pg. 4). As a vast improvement over the first-come-first-served allotments, the forward and transparent nature of secondary railcar markets makes them a risk mitigation method against changes in rail rates and as an assurance for railcar placement.

There are important differences between the primary and secondary railcar markets in their implications to constructing a rate index. Railroads auction an allotment of shuttle shipments in the primary market for placement during specific time periods. The winning bidders of these auctions can then re-auction shuttle allotments in the secondary railcar market. Primary and secondary railcar auctions differ in that the revenue from primary auctions is paid to railroads. The revenue or shortfall in the secondary auctions, however, is income gained or lost for the
bidder (elevator, grain trading firm, or other entity) that obtained the service in the primary market (Wilson and Dahl, 2010, pg. 22). As the primary service holders, railroads have no incentive to accept a bid or provide an offer below their own published tariffs in primary auctions. In contrast, given their nature as instruments against risk, bids and offers can trade above or below published tariffs in secondary auctions, resulting in revenues or shortfalls for the seller of the service contract in the secondary market. In times of ample railcar availability, shippers would not place a premium on risk reduction through guaranteed car allotments if service is readily attainable through regular tariffs alone. Thus, bidders who had previously acquired service allotments in the primary market would trade them at a loss in the secondary railcar market if the bidder finds that service is unneeded. In times of high railcar demand and low availability, the opposite scenario would occur and result in revenue gains. Wilson and Dahl (2010, pg. 22) found that between 2004 and 2010, more than 90% of primary auction results were at nil premium, meaning that shippers were able to obtain shuttle car commitments at tariff rates. They also found that the average secondary market value during the same time period was slightly greater than zero, meaning that trading guaranteed service allotments for risk mitigation in the secondary railcar market has proven desirable and profitable over time.

Data from the secondary railcar market is included in this rate index as opposed to data from the primary railcar markets for two reasons. The first reason is that a majority of primary auction results are at nil premium and, thus, do not add much additional insight into the actual cost of transporting grain than would the rail tariff alone. Since the primary market is constrained by zero at its lower bound, numbers alone make it difficult to distinguish a nil premium that represents a near perfect supply and demand equilibrium through published tariffs with a nil premium that represents an excess supply from tariffs priced above demand. Second, the results from the secondary market are a good depiction of the railcar supply and demand constraints for the grain industry. Supply and demand are tied to the agricultural production cycle, which necessarily affects the total cost of shipping at different points in the year. The results of auctions in the secondary railcar market are a better indicator of immediate grain rail service demands because service bought in the primary market may be re-traded in the secondary market as demand conditions change. The primary source of value in obtaining guaranteed railcar placement is to mitigate the risks associated with transport (Wilson and Dahl, 2005, pg. 8). The seasonality of agricultural shipments involves risk to the shipper, and mitigating that risk involves a premium that adds to the total cost. The seasonality is apparent in a graph of secondary railcar market results (Figure 1).
The data shown in Figure 1 were collected by the USDA’s Transportation Services Division of the Agricultural Marketing Service beginning in 1997. Each point is the weekly average of the winning bids for the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway’s (BNSF) and the Union Pacific Railroad’s (UP) near-month unit train service trading in the secondary railcar market. Typically, most of the values fall in the -200 to 200 range. However, during times of peak demand, bids can reach into the 600-1000 range. Values reach into this high range between August and October for three years: in 2005, after Hurricane Katrina severely disrupted major grain transportation arteries, in 2007, when record grain exports put high demand on available rail service, and in 2010, when the Russian export ban on wheat caused domestic shippers to put a premium on service. Despite atypical disruptions, the indicator is generally higher between August and October for any given year as shippers anticipate the fall grain harvest by bidding high premiums on service to ensure adequate rail capacity for their crop. In contrast, values below 0 indicate bids trading below published tariff rates during times of weak demand. Typically, this has occurred between February and June, but as early as October in some years such as the 2011/2012 marketing year, when less grain was transported after the harvest.

Also of note is the significant peak and trough beginning in August 1997 and ending in May 1998 that ranged between -300 and 300. Following the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific merger, major transportation delays ensued across the Western U.S. for grain and other shippers. During this period of widespread uncertainty, guaranteed car allotments traded at a premium in the secondary railcar market. The STB issued a joint petition for service order on October 31, 1997, which successfully addressed the problems and eventually returned traffic to normal. Following the STB’s intervention, the premium on guaranteed car allotments began to fall and eventually traded at a discount.

**METHODOLOGY**

In order to create the rail index for grain rates, data from the STB’s Confidential Carload Waybill Sample (STB, 1997-2010) and the USDA’s Grain Transportation Report (USDA/AMS, 1997-2011) were used to construct a database including all three major components – rail tariffs, fuel surcharges, and secondary railcar market bid results. Like the STB rate index, controlling
for changes in the commodity mix was a guiding component in order to avoid biasing the index. However, because this index is designed to provide an up-to-date snapshot of the current market for grain rail rates, dollar values were not adjusted for inflation in the general index. Later in the paper, an inflation adjusted version is used to compare the tariff and fuel surcharge portion of the index with rail costs. Dollars for the inflation adjusted index were converted into 4th Quarter 2011 dollars by the same method employed by the STB using the Implicit Price Deflators for Gross Domestic Product. The specific procedure is well documented in the Excel Workbook Documentation (STB, 2009b) accompanying the STB’s Rail Rate Study.

There are important differences among the construction of this index, the STB index, the GAO index, and the Christensen index. Both the STB and Christensen studies controlled for inflation in revenues, whereas the GAO study did not. All dollars for this index are current dollars except for the portion comparing rail revenues and fuel surcharges to inflation related changes in railroad input costs. These revenue and fuel surcharge dollars are converted into 3rd Quarter 2011 dollars using the same method employed by the STB using the Implicit Price Deflators for Gross Domestic Product. The specific procedure is well documented in the Excel Workbook Documentation (STB, 2009b) accompanying the STB’s Rail Rate Study.

This index calculates the changes in per-car non-contract tariff rates to build upon the per-car non-contract tariff rate database in the GTR. In contrast, the other studies calculate the changes in revenue per ton-mile. Between 1997 and 2010, a majority of the sampled rates from the Waybill were non-contract for the selected routes except for 2003, 2007, 2009, and 2010. Nevertheless, like the other studies, this index controls for changes in the commodity mix by breaking down shipments into separate categories according to similar characteristics. The characteristics controlled for include shipment size (unit train or shuttle), origin-destination pairs, commodity, and rail carrier. In contrast to weighting the changes in each category, this index is based on the unweighted change in the weekly average of a shipper’s total cost of shipping grain. The GAO study uses a fixed-weight method for controlling changes, whereas the STB and Christensen studies use a chain-weighted Tornqvist Index (although they use different classifications for assigning changes to shipments). Each method, including the one presented below, has its advantages and drawbacks. In academic literature, the chain-weight index is the preferred approach. However, our index is not necessarily meant for academic purposes, but rather as an industry tool containing up-to-date market data. The underlying tariff data at the base of this index is a useful and representative approximation of changes in grain rates as compared to the fixed-weight GAO grain index shown below (Figure 2). A major advantage of this method is not having to rely on the Waybill for constructing weights and, thus, avoiding a one to two year lag on obtaining the most current data. For further explanation, the Christensen study contains a detailed overview of the various methods and associated biases for each study.
The Grain Transportation Report (GTR) of the USDA provides a multifaceted analysis of the grain transportation industry, including important indicators and cost data. Since June 2010, the GTR has kept track of monthly rail tariffs for the most important grain corridors in terms of volume and geography. Unit train (between 25 and 75 cars) and shuttle (75 cars and greater) tariff rates per car are collected for wheat, corn, and soybeans moving in the larger and more predominant 286,000 pound grain cars between key origin-destination pairs. In addition, data in the GTR include per car fuel surcharges applied to these routes. The GTR dataset also has a secondary railcar market database for unit trains beginning in 1997 and shuttle trains beginning in 2006. To build a historical database that is consistent with the data contained in the GTR, the Waybill samples were utilized to calculate monthly average revenues between 1997 and 2010 and fuel surcharges between 2009 and 2010 reported per car for unit trains and shuttles hauling corn, wheat, and soybeans consistent with the specific routes and rail carriers as published in the GTR. Thus, for 38 origin-destination pairs, there were approximate tariff rates per car using the Waybill between 1997 and 2010 and actual tariff rates per car using GTR data between June 2010 and December 2011. Because of inconsistencies in fuel surcharge reporting methods of railroads prior to 2009, fuel surcharges were calculated from the GTR’s fuel surcharge database for all years prior to 2009 and from June 2010 through December 2011. Between 2009 and May 2010, fuel surcharges were obtained from the Waybill’s fuel surcharge category. These 38 origin-destination pairs include 7 wheat, 7 corn, and 5 soybean unit train routes and 6 wheat, 7 corn, and 6 soybean shuttle routes. The 19 unit train tariff rates with accompanying fuel surcharges were averaged together by month to derive a monthly series of the average per car rate. The same procedure was applied to the 19 shuttle rates and fuel surcharges.

The weekly averages of the BNSF and UP near-month secondary railcar market bids, reported in the GTR separately for unit trains and shuttles, were added to the corresponding monthly total rate per car in order to incorporate information from the secondary railcar market into the total cost. This produced two separate indices for weekly grain car rates in the unit train and shuttle markets based on all three major cost components – tariffs, fuel surcharges, and secondary railcar

---

**Figure 2. Grain Rate Indices**
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bids. There is a complete weekly dataset for unit trains between May 1997 and December 2011 and for shuttles between May 2006 (the first available secondary market data) and December 2011. Both the unit train and shuttle indices were indexed to their respective average tariff rate in the first quarter of 2001 including fuel surcharges but excluding secondary railcar bid results. This time period was chosen as the index due to the limited shuttle data prior to then.

RESULTS
Between May 1997 and December 2011, the unit train index stayed relatively flat until 2005, when it began generally trending upwards through 2011 with an overall low of 82 in January 1998 and an overall high of 230 in September 2010 (Figure 3). There were four discernible periods evident in the data: (1) May 1997 through March 2005, (2) April 2005 through March 2007, (3) April 2007 through December 2010, and (4) January through December 2011. The first period is characterized by a relatively flat trending rail index with a low standard deviation of 8.4, a maximum of 135, and a minimum of 82. The second period is marked by higher overall rail rates that have dramatic swings between highs and lows. The maximum and minimum are 182 and 110, respectively, and the standard deviation is 13.9. The third period shows a higher variance, standard deviation of 21.0, similar to the second period but with a constant upward trend, maximum of 230, and minimum of 120. The fourth period is most similar to the first period in terms of having a flat sideways trend yet with the lowest standard deviation, 4.1, of any period. It’s maximum and minimum are 221 and 202.

The shuttle and unit train indices move in tandem between May 2006 and December 2010 (Figure 3). However, beginning in the fourth period, a divergence begins to appear with the unit train index 27 points higher on average than the shuttle index throughout the period. The shuttle index, although shorter in length, can be separated into the same distinct time periods as the unit train. The shuttle index in the second period, beginning in May 2006, follows the same pattern as the corresponding unit train index. The standard deviation is 9.7, and the maximum and minimum are 169 and 134, respectively. The third period shows the same upward trend as the unit train index with a maximum of 244, minimum of 124, and standard deviation of 23.4. During the fourth period, the index trends sideways but with a higher volatility, standard deviation of 9.4, than for unit trains. The maximum and minimum are 216 and 168, respectively.
As mentioned previously, these indices show the total costs for shipping grain from a shipper’s perspective due to the fact that the shipper pays premiums in the secondary railcar market which the railroads do not receive. To examine the influence secondary railcar markets exert on overall rates, separate indices were developed which excluded all secondary railcar market data (Figures 4 and 5). Generally, the indices followed one another closely with a few dramatic exceptions where the secondary railcar market boosted overall rates above published tariff rates during times of increased risk: August 2005 through January 2006 during the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; August through October 2007 during a record U.S. export of corn, wheat, and soybeans; and July through October 2010 during the Russian grain export ban. The widespread service disruptions in the Western U.S. stemming from the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific merger also caused a notable deviation between secondary market and published tariff rates in 1997 and 1998 – initially the secondary market traded above tariff rates during the disruptions and then below tariff rates after STB intervention.

Interestingly, the secondary railcar market had different effects on unit train and shuttle rates. For unit trains between May 1997 and December 2011, there was an almost even split between weeks in which the secondary railcar market caused the total cost of shipping to be greater (49%) and weeks in which it caused the total cost to be less (51%) than tariff rates and fuel surcharges alone (Figure 4). This finding is consistent when viewed between the narrower time-frame of May 2006 and December 2011 with the secondary market greater than tariff rates 48% of the time. In contrast, the secondary railcar market for shuttles caused the total cost to be greater than it otherwise would have been only 31% of the time between May 2006 and December 2011 (Figure 5). Shippers have more frequently placed a higher premium on mitigating risk through the secondary market for unit trains than for shuttles. This shows that obtaining adequate service for unit train shipments of grain has been harder than for shuttle trains during this time period. This finding may be linked to the issues raised by the STB in their Study of Railroad Rates (p. 7) stating shippers’ worries of railroads attempting to “de-market” single-car and multi-car service to encourage shuttles.
A consistent finding among the rail rate studies has been that overall rail rates decreased between 1985 and 2000, had either zero or slight increases between 2000 and 2003, and increased noticeably from 2004 to the present. The evident rate increases beginning around 2004 have been the source of much controversy involving allegations of railroad market power and excessive profits after almost two decades of declining rates. Similar to the other studies, the rate indices presented here show that grain rates began increasing around 2004. Plotting the rate increases against railroad input costs becomes especially illuminating (Figure 6).
The Association of American Railroads constructs the All-Inclusive Index (AAR 2004; AAR 2011) on a quarterly basis which measures changes in railroad inflation. It is limited only to inflation-related changes in input price levels such as fuel, labor, materials, and supplies. When graphed against the inflation-adjusted rail price indices, we see that both prices and costs mirror one another until the beginning of 2009 during the economic recession. It appears as though rising rail rates beginning in 2004 are generally consistent with rising rail input costs. This is consistent with the finding of the Christensen study which states that recent increases in rail revenue per ton-mile were the result of increasing input costs and not an exercise of market power between 1987 and 2008 (2009, Vol. 2 pg. 10-12). Nevertheless, the highest commodity markups are for grains, related to grain shipper captivity (2009, Vol. 2 pg. 11-30). The Christensen study (2009, Vol. 2 pg. 10-2) also notes that the rail industry cannot be classified as purely competitive or purely monopolistic, recognizing that some market power does exist while nevertheless being subject to some competition.

Beginning around January 2009, it appears that railroads were able to increase prices for unit train and shuttle service above market increases for railroad inputs. Rail rates for shuttle shipments experienced a dramatic increase, increasing over twice as fast as the rate of rail input cost inflation between February 2009 and December 2010 before leveling off to the input cost level. In comparison, rates for unit trains have risen faster and remained above railroad input costs throughout the period between January 2009 and the present. Especially during a time of recession, this raises questions of whether the Christensen study’s findings still apply to the most recent data: (1) are increasing input costs, not railroad exercise of market power, still responsible for rate increases, and (2) does captivity relate to recent differences between unit train and shuttle prices. Still, a more detailed study would be necessary for investigating and interpreting these results beyond the cursory trends presented here.
CONCLUSIONS
The comprehensive indices for unit train and shuttle grain rates developed here are a useful measure for capturing changes in the total cost of shipping from the shipper’s perspective. The tariff rate and fuel surcharge components of the index are useful for tracking the longer run trends in grain rail rates whereas secondary railcar market results demonstrate risk and the seasonality of grain shipping. The longer run trends show relatively sideways trending rail rates for unit trains until the beginning of an upward trend in 2004 with a rate increase of 95% between April 2005 and December 2011 in current dollars (67% adjusted for inflation). The shuttle index follows closely with the unit train index until September 2009 when it exhibits a less pronounced upward trend. Between May 2006 and December 2011, the shuttle index shows an almost 47% increase in current rail rates (29% adjusted for inflation).

Secondary railcar markets are useful for internalizing outside risk brought about by unexpected developments not otherwise captured in the stickier published tariffs. This ensures shippers have adequate service during times of increased uncertainty. The indices show this has happened in recent years during Hurricane Katrina, record grain exports in 2007, and the Russian ban on grain exports. However, the seasonality of grain shipments is also reflected in the secondary railcar market through normally higher premiums between August and October in anticipation of the annual grain harvest.

These two indices corroborate the findings of previous rate indices which found the emergence of an upward trend in rail rates beginning in 2004. Based on these indices, it appears the increase in grain rates between 2004 and 2009 was related to the increase in railroad input costs. Only since the beginning of 2009 has there been a consistently visible difference between rail rates and railroad input costs. In contrast to unit train rates, the increase in shuttle rates during the recession appears to again be consistent with rail input costs. These findings raise the issues brought about by the STB regarding shipper concerns over railroads “de-marketing” single-car and multi-car rates and the Christensen report regarding grain shipper captivity.

Despite any limitations in the construction of these indices, they should still prove useful to grain shippers who wish to track the seasonality and long run trends of unit train and shuttle rates. They could also serve as a foundation for researchers who wish to expand upon these findings for academic purposes.
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